Econ 469a. Health Inequality and Development

Day / time: W 3:30 - 5:20pm
Course Type: Undergraduate
Course term: Fall
Not offered
Year: 2017
Instructor(s): Nicoli Nattrass

This course considers the relationship between health and development through the lens of development policy (in particular anti-poverty policy and the role of aid), inequality of access to primary health care, and the HIV/AIDS epidemic. Students are expected to write two short essays, conduct an exploratory analysis of inequality in access to primary health care, and (based on demographic modelling of AIDS) write a term paper on the impact of AIDS and related policy responses in an African country.

Pre-requisites: First year microeconomics

[Also EP&E 470; GLBL 325a]

Semester offered: Not offered
Undergrad Course Category: Development
Health

Source URL: https://economics.yale.edu/courses/econ-469a-health-inequality-and-development